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In Reply to : NEP and Skys Cross submission on statement of Preliminary Issues 
 
Both NEP and Skys cross submissions on the SOPI attempt to dispute the fact that this is not a 
merger-to-monopoly case. 
 
Both cross submissions greatly overstate the presence of Gravity Media and Circle-o’s presence in 
New Zealand. 
 
If Gravity was a true competition in this market, where is the evidence that Gravity has done work in 
NZ with their own staff and equipment in the last 10 years? They are not actively working in this 
market as they have to ship equipment / trucks in for each job at huge expense.  
[                                                                                                                                                                                    
                         ]. 
 
 
The great example is Dancing with the stars. 
[                                                                                                               ]. Why not? Mediaworks obviously 
recognises that to import a truck and crew from Australia, would not be a competitive option vs OSB 
or NEP.  
Infact, 
[                                                                                                                                                                                    
                ]. As has been previously established, the only OB providers suitable to film Dancing with 
the Stars are OSB and NEP. This is exactly the sort of healthy competition that will be lost. 
 
The NEP Cross posits that Gravity Media has a ‘no less a presence in NZ’ than NEP. 

 Gravity Media has no employees in NZ - they have engaged some local contractors, but no 
employees. ([                                            ]) 

 [                                                                                ] 
 
NEPs attempts to blur market definition are easily exposed - the breadth of market described by NEP 
goes so wide to include single camera web streaming. Neither NEP, nor OSB have offered / engaged 
/ provided such a service before. Clearly outside of the market both companies operate in. The easy 
way to define the market the companies operate in is to look at the work they currently provide for 
customers, which is considerably narrower than NEP states. 
 
Sky and NEPs cross about Whitebait Media; 

 Yes, Whitebait media have expanded and built a truck - although largely by removing 
equipment from their studio and placing it into a truck - thereby not creating a new facility, 
they just bolted wheels to their existing one. It's still tied up with their inhouse programming 
and effectively unavailable for generic third party work. 

 Whitebait’s OB facility is not of a capability that Sky would deem suitable to broadcast their 
events. In fact most of the listed competition would be unsuitable. Sky have obligations to 
provide coverage of events to other broadcasters – 
[                                                                                                                                                                     
                              ]. To mitigate this risk a certain degree of reliability and redundancy is 
needed in the broadcast facility. This level of redundancy doesn’t exist in any of the smaller 
providers listed, and helps to demonstrate another reason why Whitebait is not considered 
competition to OSB or NEP. 
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SKYs cross submission states they would not sell to a third party. 
 
If Gravity media were to purchase OSB, this would be an easy way to increase competition in the 
market, by enabling Gravity to setup shop in NZ and retrofit the existing trucks as NEP would. The 
barrier to entry without the sale of the ‘aging assets’ is high - otherwise surely NEP would have just 
made the investment without worrying about the aging assets and still secured the 10 year supply 
agreement [                                                                                                               ]. 
 
 
Sky mentions in a footnote about the Cricket rights being specified as 4k - 
[                                                                                                        ]. 
 
It is clear that this is becoming an exercise in Sky and NEP attempting to mislead the commission 
about the true market definition and availability of honest competition. 
 
A relevant market is ultimately determined, in the words of the Commerce Act, as a matter of fact 
and commercial common sense. 
 
Commercial common sense prevails that NEP and OSB are alone in their true market segment, (the 
market they legitimately currently work in) and that moving from two providers to one provider will 
substantially lessen competition and negatively affect the market. 
 
‘The second submitter’ 
17 November 2020 


